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1. Introduction
RADIO Frequency Identification (RFID) technology gained a lot of attention in the last few
years. Especially, RFID at ultra high frequencies (UHF) is very attractive for various
applications in supply chain management or logistics (see Glidden & Schroeter, 2005). The
long-range power transportation feature and the ultra low power consumption property of
current transponder chips enable a remotely powered communication along several meters
of distance in terms of energy transport and data exchange.
In supply chain management or other applications that rely on high volume throughput,
passive transponders are used because this type of transponder can be attached and
manufactured in high volume at extremely low cost in the range of a few $ cents (see
Glidden et al., 2004). Furthermore, an advanced protocol layer (see ISO Standards, 2007)
enables the inventory of hundreds of items per second (see Glidden et al., 2004 and Vogt,
2002) having a sophisticated anti-collision algorithm.
From the system perspective, a passive transponder must obtain its energy for operation out
of the RF field generated by an interrogator. Aside from the market relevant aspects such as
low system costs and high transparency of stock inventories, UHF seams to be an
appropriate frequency range for long-range passive RFID systems because of the moderate
path-loss of RF field propagation and acceptable insertion-loss of silicon (see Finkenzeller,
1999; De Vita & Iannaccone, 2005; Karthaus & Fischer, 2003). This is a conclusion coming out
of several technical analyses. Known issues coming from classical radio communication
apply to UHF RFID as well. The finite propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves causes
compulsorily a superimposition of the radiated power commonly known as multi-path
propagation with the consequence of signal fading and superimposed interference during
communication (see Saunders, 1999). Without appropriate measures, UHF RFID systems
will suffer from read performance degradation and unwanted interrogation in the
surrounding area.
Applications in the supply chain management, like the inventory process during the flow of
pallets carrying hundreds of items through multiple gates or dock-doors, must ensure high
operational reliability because missing reads cause mismatch between in-stock databases
and actual item count and would make the entire identification system unacceptable for
RFID deployment. In order to ensure the operational reliability one has to identify all
performance degradation factors causing interrogation errors. J. Mitsugi et al. have
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published several studies dealing with readability degradation and field characterization
related to UHF RFID applications (see Mitsugi & Hada, 2006; Mitsugi & Shibao, 2007;
Mitsugi & Tokumasu, 2008). All these approaches are based on an extensive evaluation of
the actual recorded field measurement data, illustrating the reading performance associated
with a defined tag sensitivity threshold and with the maximum permitted interrogation
power of the interrogator-to-tag forward link. Several theoretical and practical
investigations (see Aroor & Deavours, 2007) have shown that the forward link limits the
operational range and causes interrogation failures of actual UHF RFID technology in terms
of tag sensitivity, standards and regulations (see ISO Standards 2007; ETSI, 2007a; ETSI,
2007b; ETSI, 2007c; IDA, 2008; FCC, 2007; SRRC, 2007). Based on these and on the following
information, system integrators should have the ability to perform a proper RFID systems
characterization and performance analysis.

2. Interrogation zone sensing
Interrogation zone sensing is a key process not only essential for the preparation of human
visible data which give us a general picture of the actual performance level but is also
important for computer aided analysis to determine improvement potentials and to define
proper optimization strategies.
2.1 Sensing devices
In fact, it is not easy to determine the field strength in consideration of multi-path
propagation within the relevant gate or portal area analytically. A better approach to this
problem is not only the utilization of statistical models that are already successfully used to
describe field propagation effects and indoor radio propagation channels (see Rappaport &
McGillem, 1989), but also the use of ray tracing methods (see Bosselmann & Rembold 2006a;
Bosselmann & Rembold 2006b) to simulate the field distribution in passive UHF RFID
applications.
However, all these models require an extensive study of the actual field distribution
obtained from the results of the measurement data analysis. For instance, the
characterization of the field strength distribution inside a typical portal application in
combination with different arrangements of tagged items on a pallet requires a complex
measuring system. The measurement equipment should fulfil specific requirements. First, it
should be neutral to the ambient conditions in order that the field distribution is not affected
by the measurement setup itself. As second requirement, it should be capable to measuring
the field characteristics along tag moving trajectories, on tag positions and optionally in the
pallet for a better comparison to the actual available tag power. Repeatability should also be
ensured in order to align all measurement data properly.
There are several measurement devices presented in the literature which are suitable for
interrogation zone sensing. An interesting measurement device is proposed that allows the
determination of the field strength on and inside individual pallets (see Redemske &
Fletcher, 2005). This device operates as a battery powered active “tag emulator” and is part
of the inventory and anti-collision process of the interrogator. Therefore, multiple sensor
modules can be operated simultaneously. The individual field strength measurements are
encoded in the EPC number (see ISO Standards, 2007), which is requested by an interrogator
during the inventory process. This characteristic enables a wireless transmission of the
measurement result. Another more sophisticated measurement devise (see CISC, 2006), also
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suitable for interrogation zone sensing, allows high-speed continuous data sampling of
several sensor modules mounted along a specified moving direction, when triggered and
moved through a gate for instance. Unfortunately, these devices suffer from additional
drawbacks, on the one hand, the complicated cabling of sensor modules and main controller
makes the handling difficult, on the other hand, the dipole measurement antenna is
sensitive to material properties and may influences the measurement accuracy, especially in
setups where the field strength inside pallets is of particular interest. As mentioned already
in the introduction, J. Mitsugi et al., have already published a similar mobile field recorder
for UHF RFID interrogation area measurement (see Mitsugi & Tokumasu, 2008).
For system integrators or non-professionals, it is very important to have a low-cost and easy
to handle measurement device available. Furthermore, the measurement device should
feature comparable size and shape of standard tags in order to be placed on real tag
positions and to be operated on similar trajectories.
We have adopted these ideas and have designed and developed two contactless battery
powered measurement devices. One of which is equipped with a dipole based field probe
and is more suitable for free space field strength measurement and the other one equipped
with a loop based field probe antenna which is more insensitive to different material
properties for measurements inside pallets. See a photograph of these devices in Fig. 1 for
detail.

Fig. 1. Photograph of NXP mobile field strength recorders. One of which equipped with
dipole-antenna based field probe and the other with loop-antenna field probe
2.2 Test environments
UHF RFID gates and portals are deployed in deferent geographical regions operating under
different local regulations. In open loop applications, goods are transported from one
country to others passing different types of gates, but normally only with an individual tag
attached during its production or packing process. Therefore, it is important that all gates,
doors and portals have a standard shape in order to fulfil system reliability along the entire
supply chain. In this context we propose a novel characterization method of UHF RFID
portals based on RF field strength recording, RFID tag channel modeling, and qualification
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according to the derived channel model. This method can also be extended to doors, portals
or other high power UHF RFID applications with comparable characteristics.
Two basic principles of the measurement procedure for portal interrogation zone sensing
are illustrated in figure 2 and figure 3.

Fig. 2. Laboratory setup for interrogation zone sensing. The pallet under test is passed
through the portal with constant velocity by using an automated transport system

Fig. 3. Direct test in industrial environments. The FSRs are configured by a PC or
interrogator, attached and passed through the portal. Later measurement data analysis gives
information about portal quality .
In principle, there are three possibilities to perform interrogation zone measurements. One
is a setup under test operated in a controlled environment. An experimental study that
addresses the readability degradation in UHF RFID systems within an anechoic chamber is
proposed in (Mitsugi & Hada, 2006). Such a setup is only useful to identify base
performance and to use the measurement data as a reference to real-life environments since
the influence of field propagation cannot be determined properly. Comparable real-life
conditions can be achieved within a laboratory environment which refers as second
possibility of evaluation. In section 3, the results of an application specific study of a passive
UHF RFID system examined under laboratory conditions is presented. Furthermore, a direct
test in industrial environments should be fast and reliable. One evaluation procedure for
RFID portals can be as illustrated in figure 3. The presented FSR is specifically suitable for
this kind of application tests. Once the FSR is configured by an interrogator or PC it can be
attached or integrated in a pallet under test, triggered and moved through the gate. This
operation is repeated several times depending on the number of FSR simultaneously used
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and to increase the accuracy of classification. In section 4, a model based classification
method for RFID portals is presented.

3. Probability of interrogation degradation
Different application tests have shown that material properties of the tagged items, beamwidth and quantity of the interrogator’s transmit antennas, tag sensitivity and position of
the tag have significant impact on the occurrence of missing reads. This study addresses also
the influence of the pallet density and its absorption characterizes with respect to the
electromagnetic wave propagation effects on field coverage and readability. All
measurements were managed within a laboratory environment with the help of an
automatic transportation device of pallets to ensure repeatable measurement conditions.
The test portal was a replica of a typical portal used in a distribution centre (DC) within a
real-life RF-environment.
3.1 Portal and pallet setups
The portal consists of two chambers that are 3m apart, each containing two circularpolarized interrogator antennas, the pallets are setup using three individual arrangements
of items are chosen.
3.1.1 Pallet setup A
Setup A (see figure 4) is a type of skeleton pallet that is used to determine the field strength
in a quasi free-space environment inside the portal area. A set of 45 sensor modules at
different locations on the skeleton pallet are used to measure the field strength along the
moving path through the portal. The portal area is restricted to ±2m from the antenna
symmetry axis by definition (see figure 2). Previous measurements had shown that regions
outside this area are not relevant for the interrogation zone analysis since the RF power
levels outside are below the sensitivity threshold of typical tags.

Fig. 4. Wooden skeleton pallet equipped with sensor modules for quasi free-space field
strength analysis inside the portal area.
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3.1.2 Pallet setups B and C
Setups B and C are sub-sets of the pallet arrangement illustrated in figure 5, indexed as
pallet A and B, respectively. Pallet A consists of coffee packs, soap and liquids, whereas
pallet B consists of toilet paper, chocolate bars and swaddling bands.

Fig. 5. Pallet with typical items often transported in a supply chain (mineral water, fish,
toilet paper, toys and snacks) placed on the automated transport system
3.1.3 Pallet setup D
Setup D (see figure 6) consists of typical items that are often transported in a supply chain
like mineral water, fish, toilet paper, toys and snacks. The alignment of the 45 sensor
modules is similar to all previous setups.

Fig. 6. Pallet with typical items often transported in a supply chain (mineral water, fish,
toilet paper, toys and snacks)
3.2 Measurement analysis
As already mentioned, the test portal consists of four interrogator antennas (Intermec
IA39B) at distinct positions. Only one antenna is active during one test scenario of all listed
pallets. This corresponds to the regular operation of common interrogators since there is just
one RF transmitter integrated and all the attached antennas to it are multiplexed in time.
The operating frequency was chosen in the European UHF RFID frequency band at channel
4 (867.5MHz) and the power level was set to the maximum permitted value of 2WERP for the
entire measurement period. One measurement cycle consists of the following procedure.
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First, the selected pallet was equipped with the sensor modules at well-defined locations on
the items, where normally the tags are placed, and the pallet under test was placed on the
automatic transportation device afterwards. In the second step, the selected pallet was
automatically triggered and moved back and forth with constant velocity of v0=0.544m/s to
ensure measurement repeatability. The chosen velocity is a trade-off between maximum
sampling rate of the field recorder and spatial resolution along the moving direction. In the
final step, the average of five runs at every single sensor module position was calculated
and used for further measurement analysis.

(a) RF power [dBm]

3.3 Measurement results
The field characteristics of two sensor modules of pallet setup A associated with the defined
moving path through the portal and with antenna 1 as power source are illustrated in figure
7a. The characteristic of module 40 shows a significant peak in the centre of the portal. In
contrary, module 44 shows a flat distribution overlaid by some degree of interference.
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Fig. 7. (a) Field characteristics of two sensor modules of pallet setup A associated with the
defined moving path through the portal and (b) graphical representation of the basic
calculations used for field coverage and readability associated with a specified sensitivity
threshold of -13dBm; the influence of aid is illustrated at only one piecewise constant region
for clarification
In general, missing reads will occur when the available power level is lower than the
sensitivity threshold of the tag. For this reason, we propose to introduce two quality factors
for gates and pallets defined as readability and field-coverage associated with a dedicated
section or read zone of the maximum portal area. The readability represents a quality
indicator for a dynamic environment and field-coverage for a static environment,
respectively. We note that the expected readability and field coverage obtained in one
section are identical for a static environment. These indicators are defined as follows:
3.4 Field-coverage definition
First, we define a field strength indicator function fFSI[x] as:
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⎧⎪1, for pi [x] ≥ sth
, s0 ≤ x ≤ s1 .
f FSI ( i ) [x ] = ⎨
⎪⎩0 , for pi [x ] < sth

(1)

Where pi[x] are the field strength measurement samples along the moving path of the i-th
sensor module, sth represents the sensitivity threshold of the tag, and s0, s1 define the section
boundaries on the moving direction and it holds that s1>s0. The sensor boundaries are
related to the valid interrogation zone. All the measurements were taken from the four
interrogator antennas independently without varying the positions of the sensor modules.
Therefore, we have to distinguish between four different sample sets recorded from every
single module. The RF power levels measured depend on the effective distance between the
sensor modules and the distinct interrogator antennas. In order to obtain the maximum field
coverage, pi[x] is the set chosen, which produces the maximum on average power
distribution along the moving direction generated by the individual interrogator antennas.
This corresponds to the minimum effective distance from the individual sensor module to
the operating interrogator antenna. In reference to the portal application, this is an issue of
antenna switching strategy and this is not addressed in this context. However, this selection
is comparable to the optimum powering conditions for the individual tags located at these
sensor module positions.
Whereas, the field-coverage of a dedicated section or read zone is defined as:

I FC =

1
N (s1 − s0 )

∑∑f
N

s1

i = 1 x = s0

FSI ( i )

[x ]

(2)

Where N represents the number of sensor modules, s1-s0 describes the dedicated section
boundary of the portal area associated with the moving direction in one dimension.
3.5 Readability definition
For the determination of the readability in a dynamic environment, additional parameters
are required. One parameter is the inventory duration of a signal tag. For instance, if we rely
on the ISO 18000-6C standard (see ISO Standards, 2007), this inventory duration requires on
average 6ms in a dense interrogator environment. Furthermore, the moving speed of the
pallet and the back-up lifetime of the tag after power loss are required, whereas the back-up
duration can be neglected in this context, since this period is normally shorter than several
µs and lies below the resolution of the field recorder used.
The readability of one single tag is defined as:

∑

∑

⎡ n j1
⎤
=
f FSI ( i ) [x ] − aid ⎥ ,
max ⎢0 ,
⎢ x =n
⎥
j =1
j0
⎣
⎦
Mi

I RA( i )

(3)

and the expected readability in a dedicated read zone is defined as the average readability
calculated on the basis of the individual results:

I RA =
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Where nj0 and nj1 are the lower and upper bounds of the j-th piecewise constant region of
fFSI(i)[x]=1 within the section boundaries. Mi is the number of piecewise constant regions
inside the section boundaries, N represents the number of sensor modules, aid denotes the
required field coverage for one tag inventory cycle during the moving of the pallet through
the portal in a dynamic scenario which is defined as:

aid = ⎡ v0 tid nspm ⎤ .
⎥⎥
⎢⎢

(5)

Where v0 is the moving velocity of the pallet through the portal, tid represents the inventory
duration and nspm denotes the number of measurement samples per meter. See figure 7b for
clarification.
3.6 Field coverage results
If we refer to figure 8a, we can see that the field coverage is nearly identical for the given
sensitivity thresholds within the section boundaries ±0.5m in reference to the portal centre.
If we consider the section boundaries ±1.5m, we can determine a field coverage reduction of
about 8% when the sensitivity threshold of the tag is increased from -15dBm to -13dBm.
These values correspond to sensitivity values of current commercial tags. That means, if the
interrogator is triggered at these specified section boundaries, the probability of a successful
inventory will decrease by 8% in a static (no motion) free space environment in
consideration of multi-path propagation (pallet setup A).
The comparison of all specified pallet configurations at sensitivity thresholds -13dBm and
-15dBm leads to the following results. It can be shown that the field coverage associated
with the section boundaries measured in all specified pallet configurations has an equal
tendency with different offsets mainly caused by the damping properties of the items on the
pallet (see figure 8b). This damping characteristic is investigated in (Fletcher & Marti, 2005)
by using fundamental electro-magnetic propagation principles. For instance, setup B leads
to a field coverage of about 80% in the section boundaries ±0.5m whereas setup D achieves
86% coverage and setup C achieves 92% coverage.
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Fig. 8. (a) Field coverage associated with the dedicated section boundaries dependent of
different tag sensitivity thresholds (-11, -13, -15, and -17dBm) based on the pallet setup A
(free-space portal area); (b) Field coverage associated with the dedicated section boundaries
of all specified pallet configurations based on a sensitivity threshold of -13dBm
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The reflection characteristics of the electro-magnetic waves on and inside different pallets
are independent of the material properties according to the measurement results. In
contrary, the absorption characteristics depend significantly on the material properties. This
means that the radiated RF power absorption by the items on the pallet and not the random
multi-path interference causes reading performance degradation. A reduction of the
sensitivity threshold from -13dBm to -15dBm (see figure 9a) is leading to a slight
improvement of the field coverage. The probability of inventory increases by 2.5% in pallet
setup B, by 3.5% in pallet setup C and by 3% in pallet setup D. If the read zone is expanded
up to the gate boundaries, the relative field coverage will increase but will not exceed 10% in
all configurations.
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Fig. 9. (a) Field coverage associated with the dedicated section boundaries of all specified
pallet configurations based on a sensitivity threshold of -15dBm; (b) Readability at the
position of all sensor modules of pallet setup A (free space) with a sensitivity threshold of
-13dBm associated with the dedicated section boundaries (read zones)
In conclusion, a reduction of the sensitivity threshold will increase the field coverage
insignificantly in comparison to the absolute field coverage in the specified interrogation
zone. The analysis has shown that the field coverage is less than 100% except in a free-space
environment (setup A) and can lead to missing reads in all other configurations.
Consequently, there is no optimum inventory optimization feasible, because it is nearly
impossible to estimate the tag population, which is actually powered by the interrogator in
order to set the optimum slot-count value for anti-collision resolution according to (ISO
Standards, 2007). A trial-and-error polling technique that uses the collision rate as parameter
would be the most promising approach to reduce the number of missing reads.
3.7 Readability results
The readability of pallet setup A with a sensitivity threshold of -13dBm is illustrated in
figure 9b. It can be shown that all sensor modules are readable with 100% confidence in the
section boundaries ±0.5m. The expected readability decreases on average by 60% when the
section boundaries are set to ±2.2m. This characteristic is mainly caused by lower field
coverage outside the portal centre and is a consequence of higher path-loss of the
electromagnetic energy. This means, when the interrogator is triggered at these section
boundaries, the probability of field coverage of on particular tag along its moving direction
is lower. Therefore, the readability of tags decreases in combination with the random
occurrence of its inventory instant inside the specified interrogation zone.
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Fig. 10. (a) Readability at the position of all sensor modules of pallet setup B with a
sensitivity threshold of (a) -13dBm and (b) -15dBm associated with the dedicated section
boundaries (read zones)
The readability of tags is not ensured at several sensor module positions in pallet setup B
(see figure 10a). The power levels at the sensor module positions 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 40,
and 42 are permanently below the sensitivity threshold of –13dBm and tags attached to
those particular items cannot be read in any case. This behaviour is mainly caused by the
absorption characteristic of items, especially water or metal food casings, arranged in the
line-of-sight direction to the operating interrogator antenna. For instance, when the
sensitivity threshold is reduced from -13dBm to -15dBm the readability at sensor module
positions 14, 15, 22, 24 and 42 can be achieved, but the readability is still not achievable at
the positions of the remaining three modules 13, 23 and 40 (see figure 10b).
In conclusion, the readability of all other pallet configurations showed comparable results.
The readability is critical at positions where metal food casings are in the line-of-sight
direction to the powering antenna. A sensitivity threshold reduction helps to overcome the
powering problem at certain positions, but under some extreme conditions, the readability
is still not achievable.

4. Interrogation zone characterization
Basically, it is not possible to accomplish an interrogation zone characterization of all
significant pallet configurations involved in terms of known performance degradations
factors. Instead we propose a method that requires only free space measurement data
recorded in the appropriate interrogation zone. This data is correlated with an RFID tag
channel model valid for portal applications to determine a statistical value of the expected
field coverage within the interrogation zone. An additional safety margin between supposed
tag sensitivity and expected field coverage ensures the readability of pallets carrying items
with high RF absorption characteristics. The safety margin will come out from experimental
test in real life portal application and will be treated as an additional loss added to the free
space path-loss model.
4.1 Statistical modeling of the interrogator-to-tag powering channel
The primary goal of the channel modeling is to identify the fading characteristics of the
interrogator-to-tag energy transfer along a typical trajectory through the portal and to
determine the mean path loss on the portal cross-section. Many of these channel modeling
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approaches are based on the evaluation of the probability or cumulative density function
(CDF) of the transfer signal amplitude over time. Rappaport (see Rappaport & McGillem,
1989) can be mentioned for his pioneering work in the research of UHF signal fading
characteristics in factory environments. During the investigation of UHF cellular radio a
variety of different channel models were propose for distinct indoor or outdoor scenarios
(see Nikookar & Hashemi, 1993; Hashemi, 1993). These channel models are not directly
applicable to UHF RFID due to its heterogeneous mode of operation. Little research is
carried out in this area so far. What is already published are channel models dealing with
short range indoor applications (see Mayer et al., 2006) or statements that a Rician
distribution fits UHF RFID applications (see Kim et al., 2003) because of its strong line-ofsight mode of operation. But this assumption is not always valid because tags are not only
attached on the pallet surface. It is not promising to apply a statistical channel model to the
entire read volume since tag trajectories and power density are not considered properly.
Therefore, we propose a two step approach leading to a general channel model for portal
applications. The basic idea is illustrated in figure 11a. The read volume is divided into two
orthogonal planes defined as TAG-plane and LOS-plane. The TAG-plane is aligned to the
tag moving path through the portal, perpendicular to the interrogation antennas, and is
associated with a signal amplitude fading model and the LOS-plane is aligned to the mean
power distribution of the cross-section in the centre of the gate associated with an
appropriate path-loss model. Measurements have shown that the path-loss along the LOSplane has a significant impact on the mean power distribution.
4.1.1 TAG plane fading model
Once the tag is moving through the portal along the TAG-plane, it will pass a RF power
distribution comparable to a characteristic illustrated in figure 7a. A statistical probability
density function of such characteristic can be modelled by means of a bimodal distribution
function.

Fig. 11. (a) Two step approach to a portal channel model. TAG-plane is aligned in tag
moving trajectory providing field coverage distribution and the LOS-plane is aligned to the
portal cross-section for maximum mean power distribution modeling and (b) Bimodal RF
power level probability distribution of one continuous measurement along a typical tag
trajectory through the portal
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The strong line-of-sight component occurring in the centre of the gate is modelled with a
log-normal distribution and the fading components outside the portal centre are modelled
with a normal distribution function. The general bimodal distribution function can be
expressed with:

Fbm ( x ) = pF1 ( x ) + (1 − p )F2 ( x ),

(6)

where p is the fraction of the deferent distribution functions F1(x) and F2(x). When we
expand (6) with the defined distribution functions, we get the proposed statistical fading
model for the TAG-plane as:
(ln x − μ1 )2
⎧
−
2
1
⎪p
e 2σ 1 +
⎪ σ 2π x
⎪ 1
FTAG ( x ) = ⎨
( x − μ 2 )2
−
2
1
⎪+ ( 1 − p )
e 2σ 2
⎪
σ 2 2π
⎪0
⎩

(7)

x>0

x≤0

For example, fitting this distribution model to the amplitude fading characteristic illustrated
in figure 11b yields values p=0.256, 1=1.790, σ1=1.929, 2=0.416, σ2=0.111, and scaling
factor sc=0.327. The scaling factor is only important for the nonlinear least square fitting
algorithm and has no influence on the cumulative distribution function that indicates
probability of signal strength lower a specified threshold.
4.1.2 LOS-plane mean power model
The LOS-plane mean power model describes the expected mean power level of the crosssection in the centre of the portal. This model consists of a general path-loss model and a
multi-ray interference model. General path-loss models are described in (Rappaport, 2002;
Leong et al., 2006), but the Friis transmission equation (8) is used for the present problem
formulation.

⎛ λ ⎞
Pr = Pt Gt g r ⎜
⎟ ,
⎝ 4πr ⎠
2

(8)

where Pt is the transmitted power, Gt is the gain of the interrogation antenna, gr is the gain
of the tag antenna, represents wavelength of the carrier and r is the distance to the target
point. On the other hand, the multi-ray interference model considers first order ground
reflections and the total reflection property of the opposite portal chamber. The first order
ground reflections are modelled by means of the well known Fresnel’s reflection coefficients
(9) valid for an interface between air and ground.

ρh =
ρc =
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cos φ − n 2 − sin 2 φ

cos φ + n 2 − sin 2 φ

ρh + ρv
2

,

, ρv =

n 2 cos φ − n 2 − sin 2 φ

n 2 cos φ + n 2 − sin 2 φ

,
(9)
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where, ρh, ρv, ρc represent perpendicular, parallel and circular incidence of the electric field,
n is the complex refractive index of concrete and Φ is the angle of incidence. The thickness of
the concrete ground is taken into account according to (Sato et al., 1996). The total reflection
property of the opposite portal chamber has its impact only on the free-space measurement
scenario. Once passing a pallet through the gate, the line-of-sight direction is blocked and
most of the energy is absorbed or reflected by the pallet. We have set up a measurement
procedure to identify the absorption characteristics by detection of the S21 scattering
parameter using a network analyzer and opposite antenna pairs.
In many cases, the opposite chamber is made of metal plates without shielding in order to
achieve robustness and cost efficiency. This property must be considered during the
qualification procedure since the measured power levels in an empty portal are higher due
to the virtual gain of the opposite chamber. We propose to model the reflection property
according to the behaviour of a flat metal plate with dimensions of the chamber outline. This
is just a rough estimation that accounts for the worst-case scenario and provides maximum
safety margin with respect to the normal case of operation. The reflection property of a
metal plate can be described with the well-known monostatic radar cross section (RCS)
formula (10). This approach is also used for indoor radio channel modeling (see Kajiwara,
2000; Fenn & Lutz, 1993) and to determine a theoretical RCS value dependent on the
incidence angle (see Ross, 1966).

Gr =

4π A 2
σ RCS
, σ RCS =
,
2
4π d p
λ2

(10)

where, Gr is the equivalent gain, σRCS is the monostatic RCS, dp is the portal width, A is the
equivalent are of the chamber and is the wave length of the power carrier. Finally, we
define a similar UHF RFID radio channel model as proposed in (Han et el., 2004).

⎛ λ ⎞
Pr = Pt g r ⎜
⎟
⎝ 4π ⎠

2

Gt (ϑ0 )

1 − jkr0
1
1
e
+ Gt (ϑ1 ) ρ c e − jkr1 + Gr e − jkr2 ,
r0
r1
r2
2

(11)

where Pr is the power level at the target point, Pt is the transmit power of the interrogator,
is the wave length of the power carrier, Gt(ϑ0,1) is the appropriate interrogation antenna gain
dependent on the E-plane angle, r0,1,2 represents path length.
4.1.3 Joint TAG/LOS model
In order to obtain a 3D model that covers the desired interrogation zone, we propose the
following approach. The TAG plane fading model describes the statistical distribution of the
signal amplitude without contribution to the signal level. Referring to figures 7 and 12, the
maximum value of the signal amplitude will be different at different tag locations and when
the mean distribution is fitted over all tag locations, all the individual signal level
distributions result in one CDF associated with the overall tag readability. In contrast, the
LOS plane mean power model gives a value for the maximum signal value in the portal
cross section and defines the abscissa maximum of the tag readability CDF. The abscissa
minimum is defined by the resolution of the FSR, equal to -40dBm. Finally, the tag
readability is obtained by application of a dedicated tag sensitivity threshold.
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4.2 Results and pallet readability
We apply this approach to two different portal setups, one is operated according to EU
(European) and the other according to US regulations. The EU setup consists of four
individual Kathrein 25-180 circularly polarized directional antennas, 10.5 dBic, 70° H-plane
3dB-beamwidth and 30° E-plane beam width, arranged in [0.7, 1.4, 1.4, 0.7] meters from
ground plus a Sirit Infinity 510 UHF RFID interrogator set to 27 dBm conductive power, 866
MHz, and continuous wave output. The US setup consists of 4 individual Symbol Andrew
RFID-900-SC high performance area antennas, 6.0 dBi, 70° in both H and E-plane 3dBbeamwidth, arranged in [0.65, 1.75, 1.75, 0.65] meters and the Sirit Infinity 510 set to 27 dBm
conductive power, 915 MHz, and continuous wave output.
4.2.1 TAG plane fading model results
According to the proposed method, the TAG-plane measurements are accomplished by
means of the FSR devices. A set of 18 measurements where taken per antenna. Therefore, the
FSR position is varied in dimensions of a typical pallet outline and moved through the
portal under test utilizing an automated transportation device (see Muehlmann &
Witschnig, 2007). The CDFs derived from the measurement data show similar characteristics
and do not depend on the antenna position (see figure 12). Hence, it can be concluded that
the portal interrogation zone does not depend on the portal surroundings. It can be noted, that
the free space field coverage is a bit higher in the US setup, 50% achieved at around -10 dBm
compared to -15dBm achieved in the EU setup. This is probably caused by the broader antenna
beam width used in the US setup (the broader beam width combined with scattering from
metal object surrounding thus the portal may generate a higher level of reflections and
resulting in an increasing of the field).
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Fig. 12. (a) CDF of the used US portal derived from the FSM measurements and fitted model
function showing p(P) as probability of power level greater a threshold and (b) CDF of the
used EU portal derived from the FSM measurements and fitted model function showing
p(P) as probability of power level greater a threshold.
4.2.2 LOS-plane mean power model results
According to the proposed method, the LOS-plane mean power model is used to describe
the field strength distribution on the portal cross-section. Figure 13a shows the simulation
result of the EU setup where antenna 3 is the interrogation antenna and which defines the xaxes origin. The simulation result matches well to the real life situation. The comparison is
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performed by taking the field strength values of the TAG-plane measurement data when the
FSM is passing through the portal cross-section. The US setup is analyzed in an equal
manner. The simulation result is illustrated in figure 13b and shows a slightly lower mean
power distribution compared to the EU setup.

Fig. 13. (a) LOS-plane mean power model of the EU portal setup. Antenna 3 is used as
interrogation antenna and defines the x-axes (vertical) origin and (b) LOS-plane mean
power model of the US portal setup. Antenna 3 is used as interrogation antenna and defines
the x-axes origin
4.2.3 Pallet readability
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Fig. 14. S21 measurement results of a pallet with dimensions 1.2m x 1.4m x 2.2m by using
opposite antenna pairs for radiation and reception. A network analyzer is used to determine
S21 versus frequency.
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The pallet readability depends not only on the prevalent field coverage of the interrogation
zone and the pallet density but also on the operational sequence of the anti-collision
protocol (see ISO Standards, 2007). There has been extensive research carried out in the
optimization of such ALOHA anti-collision protocols (see Jin et al., 2007; Floerkemeier &
Wille, 2006; Vogt, 2002; Wang & Liu, 2006) which impact on the reading performance is
beyond the scope of this study. A practical test of these two portals with a pallet
(1.2m,1.4m,2.2m) containing 200 tagged items (see figure 5) has shown that the EU portal
setup reaches 86.8% read-rate whereas the US portal setup 80%. Referring to figure 13, the
mean LOS power level is about 2dB higher in the EU compared to the US setup which
explains the different read-rates. The pallet loss characteristic was measured and illustrated
in figure 14b. Assuming a linear path-loss through the portal and that all four antennas are
in the interrogation sequence involved, a path loss of -11dB can be expected from the pallet
outline to its centre.

5. Conclusion
Two quality factors for gate and portal applications are proposed in this text, which are
defined as field coverage and readability. Both indicators are in reference to the dedicated
interrogation zone specified as sections with defined boundaries on the pallet moving path.
The expected field coverage of different setups has similar tendency associated with the
section boundaries and depends on the damping characteristics of the different pallet
configurations and on the sensitivity threshold of the tag. It can be enhanced up to 10% by
increasing the sensitivity from -13dBm to -15dBm. However, the sensitivity improvement is
insufficient in reference to the absolute field coverage that is achieved in particular pallet
arrangements. In contrary, the readability of tags at particular positions can be achieved by
increasing their sensitivity.
The readability as well as the field coverage depends on the section boundaries. The closer
the section boundaries to the centre of the gate the higher the expected field coverage and
readability will be. This characteristic is mainly caused by the gain pattern of the
interrogator antenna, which shows normally a dominant main lobe in the direction to the
portal centre.
The probability of missing reads from the perspective of field coverage and readability can
be reduced by defining the appropriate interrogator triggering position in combination with
the main lobe of the interrogator antennas on the one hand. On the other hand, the
improvement of the tag sensitivity will lead to higher readability and increases the
probability of a successful inventory accordingly. However, this experimental study has
shown that the readability is not guaranteed at certain positions on the pallet with state of
the art technology, where extreme conditions prevent the activation of the affected tags.
The sensitivity enhancement up to a certain level must be investigated properly. Therefore,
two conflicting factors that influence the overall system performance must be considered.
These factors are the receiver sensitivity and dynamic range of the interrogator and the
occurrence of unwanted reads in close proximity.
In conclusion, a novel interrogator-to-tag channel model has been presented that describes
the field strength distribution in the portal interrogation zone. The model parameters are
derived from the measurement data and a custom-made FSR is used to determine the actual
field strength along typical tag trajectories.
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Further investigations are needed on how to interpret the model parameters p, 1, σ1, 2, and
σ2 with respect to an optimization of the portal setup, beam-width and selection of the
antenna, etc. Furthermore, the reflection characteristic of the opposite chamber needs to be
studied in different setups to derive general numbers. Based on the LOS-model it should be
possible to predict this reflection characteristic out of the measurement data. In order to
predict the read-rate out of the model parameters, it is essential to know absorption and
reflection figures of possible pallet configurations as well as actual tag locations on the
tagged items. These parameters are mainly customer related and no work to this subject is
presented in this text accordingly. In addition, it is essential to incorporate the influence of
the anti-collision algorithm in order to make a statement about the overall read-rate.
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